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ABSTRACT: Membrane capacitive deionization (MCDI) can be typically operated with constant voltage (CV) or constant
current (CC) mode in the charging stage. While a series of previous studies have compared both charging modes to identify the
better operating mode, neither their performance evaluation protocols were consistent, nor did their conclusions unanimously
converge. This study presents a new framework to evaluate and compare MCDI performance, considering the kinetic efficiency,
the energetic efficiency, and the intrinsic trade-off between the two. A key prerequisite for making rational comparison of
performance between MCDI operations is that the operations being compared should all result in the same target adsorption.
With this key prerequisite and the new evaluation framework based on the trade-off curve between kinetic and energetic
efficiencies, our experimental assessment and theoretical analysis suggest that whether CC or CV charging is more efficient is
strongly dependent on the target adsorption and, to a less extent, on the kinetic rate of charging. However, the advantage in
energy or kinetic efficiency of one charging mode over that of the other is relatively small in all cases. Our study also reveals that,
for a given MCDI system, there exist regimes of target adsorptions and kinetic rates that can only be achieved by either CC or
CV charging, or even regimes that can be achieved by neither charging mode. In summary, this study revises our current
understanding regarding the comparison of the two typical charging modes in MCDI, and introduces a new framework for
comparing the performance of different MCDI and CDI operations.

■ INTRODUCTION

Capacitive deionization (CDI) is an emerging technology for
water desalination by the means of adsorbing ions in charged
electrodes.1 Compared to existing desalination technologies such
as thermal distillation and reverse osmosis, CDI has several
technological features, including the capability of desalinating
low-to-moderate salinity feedwater with low energy consump-
tion,2,3 flexibly tailorable effluent salinity,4 and the compatibility
with intermittent operation.5 These advantages render CDI a
promising technology for desalinating brackish water with low-
to-moderate feed salinity, especially in the context of off-grid and
on-demand desalination powered by renewable energy.6,7

Over the past decades, CDI has received extensive academic
and industrial interest and experienced a significant growth in
research and development. Advances have beenmade in multiple
aspects, including developing high-performance electrodes,8−12

modeling dynamic ion transport in CDI electrodes,13−16

designing novel cell stack structures that enhance performance
or enable continuous operation,5,17−20 and elucidating the
impacts of the operating modes and electrode properties on
CDI performance.4,21−26 Of these technological advancements,
membrane CDI, or MCDI, that is, CDI coupled with ion
exchange membranes (IEMs), received particular attention due
to its higher charge efficiency and better energy efficiency.14,27

The two most common charging modes in CDI/MCDI are
constant voltage (CV) and constant current (CC).1 In CV
charging, a constant voltage is applied across the CDI/MCDI cell
throughout the charging stage. The electrical current through the
cell and the kinetic rate for ion removal spike immediately after
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charging starts, and then decrease as the electrodes become
increasingly saturated with the adsorbed ions. In CC charging,
the cell voltage is automatically increased to maintain a constant
current during the charging stage. Since the ion transfer kinetic
rate is roughly proportional to the charging current, ions are also
removed in a constant rate during CC charging.
Both CC and CV charging have been heavily studied and

proven viable in CDI/MCDI. Several previous studies compared
CDI/MCDI performance with the two charging modes, the
results of which are summarized in Table 1. With only one

exception, all studies suggest that CC charging consumes less
energy than CV charging to remove the same amount of salt, and
is thus a more energy efficient charging mode. In addition, one
study found that MCDI with CV operation adsorbs more salt per
charging stage than that with CC operation when the charging
voltage in CV equals the final charging voltage in CC.28,29

Interestingly, however, the study by Zhao et.al. suggested that
there exist subtle differences between the energy consumption
with CC and CV charging, and that such differences depend on
the charging time, the feed salinity, and the levels of the applied
voltage in CV operation and current in CC operation.4 It is worth
noting that the experimental protocols of these studies are all
different, thus the interpretation of the conclusions in Table 1 has
to be practiced with caution regarding their specific experimental
protocols.
Answering the question of whether CC or CV is a better

charging mode for MCDI requires the definition of “better”.
From a practical operation perspective, a better charging is one
that either consumes less energy at the same ion removal rate, or
removes ions faster with the same energy consumption, or even
consumes less energy and removes ion faster. This performance
evaluation metric composed of the energetic and kinetic
efficiencies can be directly employed to evaluate the capital

cost, which is related to the footprint and material cost of the
system, and the operating cost, which is strongly dependent on
the energy cost of desalination.32,33 In this sense, the widely
investigated parameter, specific adsorption capacity (SAC) in the
charging stage, is only of indirect significance that would
ultimately be integrated to the kinetic and/or energetic
efficiencies.
Following the rationale above, a performance evaluation

framework has been recently developed to quantify the trade-off
between energetic and kinetic efficiencies using trade-off curves
that relate the inverse of specific energy consumption, SEC−1

(i.e., amount of salt per unit energy consumed), and the average
salt adsorption rate, ASAR (i.e., amount of salt adsorbed per mass
of electrode per time).33 Increasing the ASAR, which quantifies
the kinetic efficiency, along the “SEC−1 vs ASAR” trade-off curve,
reduces the SEC−1, which reflects the energetic efficiency. Each
point on a “SEC−1 vs ASAR” trade-off curve represents a charging
operation defined by the selection of three parameters, including
the applied voltage in a CV operation or the applied current in a
CC operation, the flow rate of the flow stream through the
system, and the duration of the charging stage. These parameters
are carefully adjusted so that all points on a “SEC−1 vs ASAR”
trade-off curve correspond to an identical “target adsorption”.
Different charging operations are considered to achieve the same
“target adsorption” if the dilute solution volume, vD, the initial
salinity, c0, and the average dilute solution salinity, cD̅, are
maintained the same in these operations. It is of critical
importance to ensure that all points on one “SEC−1 vs ASAR”
trade-off curve result in the same target adsorption because
different target adsorptions intrinsically, regardless of how they
are achieved, require different minimum energy to charge the
electrode to an end state characterized by the final voltage and
charge density.34

Similarly, a rational comparison between CC and CV charging
also requires that the two operations compared achieve the same
target adsorption defined by vD, c0, and cD̅. Most previous studies
comparing CC and CV charging did not make the deliberate
effort to ensure the target adsorptions that the two operations
achieve were identical, except for a recent study in which the
charging duration and total transferred charge for both CC and
CV charging were maintained the same.31 To compare the two
charging modes systematically, two series of experiments can be
conducted to construct two “SEC−1 vs. ASAR” trade-off curves,
one for CC charging and the other for CV charging, both
resulting in an identical target adsorption. Theoretically, the
intersection between two trade-off curves implies the existence of
an ASAR above which one charging mode is better and below
which the other charging mode outperforms. Otherwise, one can
conclude that a charging mode is consistently superior to the
other, at least for achieving a specific target adsorption. This is the
theoretical framework we will employ to systematically compare
CC and CV charging in MCDI.
In this study, we employ both experimental and simulation

approaches to investigate the kinetic and energetic efficiencies of
MCDI with CV and CC charging. The performance comparison
between these two charging modes is carried out by comparing
the relative positions of their trade-off curves that relate the
kinetic and energetic efficiencies of a series of operations
resulting in the same target adsorption. We also evaluate the
equilibrium voltage and excess voltage over a charging stage,
from which we calculate the excess energy to elucidate why one
charging mode outperforms the other. We focus our comparison
on the charging (or adsorption) stage in this study, instead of the

Table 1. Summary of Previous Studies That Compared CC
and CV Operations

CDI typea experimental protocol conclusions ref

MCDI •CV charging voltage equals
CC cutoff voltage (0.4 to 1.4
V)

•CC more energy efficient 28

•CC with fixed current density •CV adsorbs more salt

• identical charging time
CDI •CV charging voltage and CC

cutoff voltage both @ 1.2 V
•CC more energy efficient 29

•CC with different current
densities

• equal total charge transferred
or total amount of salt
adsorbed

CDI •CV charging voltage equals
CC cutoff voltage (1.2 V)

•CC more energy efficient 30

flow-
through
CDI

•CV charging voltage @ 1 V
with different charging time

•CC more energy efficient 31

• equal total charge transferred
• identical charging time

MCDI
and CDI

•CV charging voltage @ 1.2 V
with a charging time of 300 s

•MCDI more energy
efficient than CDI

4

•CC charging current @ 1.0
Ab and cutoff voltage@ 1.6 V

• no conclusive advantage in
energy efficiency for CC or
CV

• various feed salinity
aAll CDI or MCDI processes are of flow-by configuration unless
specified otherwise. bThe corresponding current density was 38.4 A
m−2.
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full charging-discharge MCDI cycle, because the flexibility of
choosing different discharge modes and kinetic rates for a given
charging stage complicates the comparison of a full cycle and
renders the analysis more arbitrary and less insightful. Our
primary goal is to determine if there exists one charging mode
that universally outperforms another, and if not, to identify
factors affecting their relative performance.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
MCDI Stack. The MCDI stack design has been described in

our previous publication and its details are given in the
Supporting Information.33 Briefly, four electrodes/membranes/
spacer assemblies were firmly compacted into a MCDI stack in
an acrylic housing. Each assembly consisted of two porous
carbon electrodes (PACMM 203, Materials & Methods LLC,
Irvine, CA) with a thickness of δe = 280 μm, an anion exchange
membrane (Neosepta AMX, Tokuyama Co., Japan) with a
thickness of δamem = 140 μm, a cation exchange membrane
(Neosepta CMX, Tokuyama Co., Japan) with a thickness of
δcmem = 170 μm, and a glass fiber spacer (Whatman) with a
thickness of δsp = 250 μm. Each assembly was cut into a 6× 6 cm2

square with a 1.5 × 1.5 cm2 square hole at the center. The total
mass of the four pairs of electrodes was 3.06 g. The feed solution
enters from the periphery of the stack, flows along the spacer
channels, and exits through the square cutout in the center.
Experimental Methods. In all experiments, the feed

solution was a 20 mM NaCl solution. The feed reservoir was
constantly purged with nitrogen to remove dissolved oxygen for
minimizing long-term electrode oxidation. The feed solution was
peristaltically pumped through the MCDI stack, and the effluent
of the MCDI stack was sent back to the feed reservoir. The
effluent conductivity was measured using an inline conductivity
meter (isoPod EP357, eDAQ, Australia) installed right at the exit
of theMCDI cell, and was further converted to salt concentration
based on a pre-established calibration curve. Both CV and CC
charging modes were applied using a potentiostat (SP 150, Bio-
Logic, France) that also measured the real-time electrical current
in the CV mode and the real-time cell voltage in the CC mode.
Identical Target Adsorption and Kinetic Rate. Following

the rationale presented in the introduction, the fair comparison
of the performance between two CDI/MCDI systems, either
with different electrode materials, configurations, or operation
modes, entails that the two operations achieve identical target
adsorption at the same kinetic rate. This rationale was
implemented throughout this study for comparing CC and CV
charging. Specifically, we carefully adjusted the experimental
conditions to make sure that the average dilute solution salinity, cD̅,
and the dilute solution volume, vD, were kept constant in MCDI
experiments with both CC and CV charging. (c0 was also
constant in all cases). To achieve identical target adsorption with
both CC and CV modes, we first run MCDI experiments with
CV charging to obtain cD̅, and then adjusted the current in CC
charging to achieve a mean effluent concentration that is equal to
the cD̅ in CV charging. The first series of experiments in this study
were conducted to achieve a cD̅ of 14.4 mM (from c0 = 20 mM),
for a dilute solution volume of vD = 100 mL. Other target
adsorptions were also investigated, with their detailed parameters
given in discussion. The operating parameters for the experi-
ments, including flow rate and charging duration, applied voltage
in CV charging, and applied current in CC charging are all
reported in Table S1. The MCDI cell was operated for several
cycles to allow the electrode to reach dynamic adsorption−
desorption equilibrium. All charge/discharge cycles selected for

data analysis were chosen from a series of at least three
consecutive full cycles that yield very similar time series of
effluent salinity. The actual cD̅ with different experimental
conditions, which are supposed to be around 14.4 mM, are
reported in Table S2.
In addition to identical target adsorption, another requirement

for direct comparison of the energy efficiency between two
charging modes is that they remove salts at the same kinetic rate,
which is typically quantified by ASAR. Because the total amount
of salt removed in the adsorption stage is (c0 − cD̅)vD, and also
because cD̅ and vD are both controlled to be the same for
achieving identical target adsorption, the total amount of salt
removed in the adsorption stage is the same for the two charging
modes. Therefore, an equal ASAR also requires that the same
charging duration and cross flow rate are maintained for both CC
and CV charging. The detailed conditions for different sets of
experiments are summarized in Table S1.

Data Analysis. For CV charging, the effluent salinity, cD,
varies over the entire charging stage. Even for CC operation in
which cD is supposed to be constant, cD also varies briefly at the
beginning of the charging stage before becoming stable, because
the effluent exiting the cell right after the charging starts is
exposed to the applied electric field for a duration less than
hydraulic contact time. Because of the temporal variability of cD,
the average effluent salinity for an MCDI charging stage, cD̅, is
estimated for each adsorption mode using eq 1:

∫
̅ =c

c t t

t

( ) d
t

D
0 D

C

C

(1)

where cD(t) is the real-time effluent salinity and tC is the time of
the charging duration.
The energy efficiency of an MCDI process has been

traditionally quantified using specific energy consumption,
SEC, defined as the energy consumed to remove a unit mole
of NaCl:

∫

∫
=

−

I t V t t

Q c c t t
SEC

( ) ( ) d

( ( )) d

t

t
0

0 0 D

C

C

(2)

where I(t) is the electrical current, V(t) is the cell voltage,Q is the
flow rate, and c0 is the feed concentration. Alternatively, we can
also quantify energy efficiency of an MCDI process using the
inverse of SEC, that is, SEC−1. SEC−1, being the mass of salt
removed with a unit energy input, directly reflects how efficiently
energy is utilized for salt removal. Notably, SEC−1 is essentially
the same as energy-normalized adsorbed salt (ENAS) that was
used in a previous study.35 We use SEC−1 instead of SEC to
present our data in this study because the negative correlation
between SEC−1 and kinetic rate of salt removal better reflects the
intrinsic trade-off between energetic and kinetic efficiencies.
Finally, the kinetic efficiency of an MCDI process is quantified

by ASAR which can be evaluated using eq 3:

∫
θ

=
−Q c c t t

t
ASAR

( ( )) d
t

0 0 D

e C

C

(3)

where θe represents either the mass or the apparent area of the
electrode. While the definition of ASAR based on electrode mass
is most commonly used in literature, defining ASAR based on
apparent area of electrode and IEM assembly may be more
informative in practical system design because it better reflects
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the demand for both electrode and IEM. Therefore, both
definitions of ASAR will be reported in this study. We also note
that ASAR in the following discussion is defined based on the
charging time, not the full cycle time, unless specified.
The comparison between two MCDI charging operations can

be performed by simultaneously comparing their SEC−1 and
ASAR, provided that they achieve the same target adsorption.
For example, if two charging operations are of the same SEC−1,
i.e., they are equally energy efficient, the one with a higher ASAR,
i.e., the one that removes salt faster, can be considered more
kinetically efficient and thus “better”. Similarly, if two operations
are of the same ASAR, the one with a higher SEC−1 is considered
to be “better” because it is more energy efficient. If the“SEC−1 vs
ASAR” trade-off curve of one charging mode is completely above
that of the other charging mode throughout the range of ASAR
they overlap, we can conclude the charging mode with a higher
trade-off curve to be more efficient in general.

■ DYNAMIC ION TRANSPORT MODEL

We employed a dynamic ion transport model to extract
parameters of our MCDI system by fitting experimental data
and used such a model to conduct more comprehensive
theoretical analysis comparing CC and CV charging over a
larger range of operating conditions. This model considers ion
transport across ion exchange membranes (IEMs) and within the
macropores of the carbon electrodes, as well as the equilibrium
ion distribution at the interfaces between the spacer and IEMs,
between IEMs and macropores of the carbon electrode, and
between micropores and macropores of the carbon electro-
des.14,36 The porous carbon electrodes are assumed to be
inherently charge-free and are charged only when a nonzero
external voltage is applied.34,37

With an applied external voltage, a Donnan potential is
established between the micropores and macropores according
to the modified Donnan (mD) model.14 Similarly, Donnan

potentials also exist at the IEMs/spacer and IEMs/electrode
interfaces.38 Additional potential drops across an MCDI half-cell
include the Stern potential between the electronic and ionic
charges, potential drops due to ion transport resistance in the
IEMs and spacer, electronic resistance in the carbon electrodes,
and contact resistances at various interfaces (primarily at the
electrode/current collector interfaces39). These parasitic poten-
tial drops, together with the Donnan and Stern potentials,
comprise the cell voltage. In the direction of the water flow along
the spacer channel, the MCDI cell is modeled as a continuous
stirred-tank reactor (CSTR), that is, we do not consider the
concentration gradient in the flow direction.40 This dynamic
MCDI ion transport model was numerically solved to predict the
time-dependent effluent salinity and the cell current (in CV
charging) or cell voltage (in CC charging), which were then
compared with experimental results and to generate performance
parameters such as ASAR and SEC−1. The details of the model
derivation and the parameter selection are provided in the
Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental Results and Model Validation. In the first
series, five pairs of MCDI experiments were conducted for
performance comparison between CV and CC charging. Each
pair comprises one MCDI experiment with CV charging and the
other with CC charging, respectively. All five pairs of MCDI
experiments achieved a very similar target adsorption, charac-
terized by a c0 of 20 mM, a cD̅ of 14.4 mM, and a vD of 100 mL.
Figure 1 presents the experimental and modeling results for one
pair of experiments in which the applied voltage in CV operation
was 1.2 V and the electrical current in CC operation was 92 mA.
The flow rate for both operations was 10 mLmin−1. For both CV
(Figure 1A and 1B) and CC (Figure 1C and 1D) charging, a
dynamic MCDImodel with an identical set of parameters (Table
S3) fits the experimental results remarkably well. The same set of

Figure 1. (A) Effluent concentration and (B) electrical current in anMCDI process with CV charging; (C) effluent concentration and (D) cell voltage in
anMCDI process with CC charging. The charging voltage for the CV operation was 1.2 V. The electrical current in the CC operation was 92mA. In both
cases, the discharge was carried out using zero voltage. The target adsorption is quantified by a c0 of 20 mM, a cD̅ of 14.4 mM, and a vD of 100 mL.
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parameters, which are theoretically dependent only on the
properties of the MCDI system but not on the operating
conditions, will be applied for MCDI modeling in the rest of this
work.
In addition to the excellent agreement between experimental

and modeling results, the time dependent profiles of effluent
salinity, electrical current (in CV charging), and cell voltage (in
CC charging) are highly consistent with the state-of-the-art
experimental results reported in the literature.4,41 Results from
Figure 1 also demonstrate the ability to control the operating
conditions in CV and CC charging to achieve the same target
adsorption at the same ASAR, which is the foundation for fair
comparison of system performance between the two operation
modes.
Additional MCDI experiments similar to those shown in

Figure 1 were performed by varying the cell voltage in CV
charging, the cell current in CC charging, the flow rate, and
charging/discharging duration, all controlled to yield the same
target adsorption. Their energy efficiency, quantified by SEC−1,
and kinetic efficiency, quantified by ASAR, varied as a function of
the driving force, quantified by either the cell voltage or cell
current (Figure 2). The ranges of cell voltage in CV operation
(1.16 V to 1.30 V) and cell current in CC operation (74 mA to
135 mA) were chosen such that both operation modes yield a
similar range of ASAR.
The simulated results from the dynamic ion transport model,

given in Figure 2 as solid and dash curves, fit the experimental
data reasonably well for both CV and CC chagrining. The good
fitting, demonstrated by the high coefficients of determination
(Table S5), suggests a remarkable predicting power of theMCDI
ion transport model, especially given that these curves are not
established by fitting the experimental data but rather completely
simulated from the dynamic ion transport model using one single
set of system parameters. For both charging modes, SEC−1

negatively correlates with the cell voltage or current, whereas the
ASAR positively correlates with the cell voltage or current.
Comparing CC and CV Charging. The results in Figure 2

are used to construct the SEC−1 vs ASAR trade off curve that
reflects the intrinsic trade-off between energetic and kinetic
efficiencies in MCDI (Figure 3). These trade-off curves indicate
that one can tune MCDI operation by increasing either the
charging voltage in CV or the electrical current in CC charging to
achieve a higher kinetic efficiency (ASAR) but at the cost of lower
energy efficiency (SEC−1), or in other words, higher energy
consumption (SEC). We want to reemphasize that all

experimental and simulated data points in Figure 3 result in
the same target adsorption, which is critically important for
comparison within and between the trade-off curves to be fully
meaningful.
Comparing the two SEC−1 vs ASAR curves in Figure 3

suggests that CC charging is consistently better, by about 10 to
15%, than CV chargingat least for this specific target
adsorption and within this range of kinetic rate. Such superiority
can be interpreted from two different angles. First, if both CC
and CV MCDI processes are operated at the same ASAR, CC
charging is more energy efficient than CV charging as it removes
more salt with the same amount of energy. Alternatively, if the
MCDI process with the two charging modes are controlled to
achieve equal energy efficiency, or SEC−1, then CC charging
removes salts appreciably faster than CV charging. Because the
two trade-off curves do not intersect, we can conclude that CC
charging is consistently more efficient than CV charging for this
target adsorption and within this ASAR range.

Excess Voltage and Excess Energy. To elucidate why CC
charging outperforms CV charging in the above example, here we

Figure 2. SEC−1 (blue, left y-axis) and ASAR (right, y-axis) for charging stage as functions of current density in CC mode (A) and cell voltage in CV
mode (B). The open circles and diamonds are experimental data, whereas the dash and solid curves (lines) are results simulated from the dynamic ion
transport model with a single set of parameters listed in Table S3. The target adsorption is quantified by c0 of 20 mM, a cD̅ of 14.4 mM, and a vD of 100
mL.

Figure 3. SEC−1 vs ASAR for the charging stage inMCDI with CC (red)
and CV (blue) charging. These trade-off curves are constructed using
the data shown on Figure 2. The open circles are experimental data,
whereas the solid curves (lines) are results simulated from the dynamic
ion transport model. Each data point on a CV trade-off curve is obtained
with a unique cell voltage, as each point on a CC trade-off curve is
obtained with a unique electrical current. The target adsorption is
quantified by c0 of 20 mM, a cD̅ of 14.4 mM, and a vD of 100 mL. The
same SEC−1 vs ASAR curves with ASAR defined based on the full cycle
time (i.e., including the time of zero voltage discharge) are reported in
Figure S2. The change in ASAR definition does not change the relative
position of the two curves.
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introduce two important concepts: excess voltage and excess
energy. Excess voltage, Vex, is the difference between the actual
cell voltage, Vcell, and the equilibrium cell voltage, Veq:

= −V V Vex cell eq (4)

The equilibrium cell voltage is the imaginary cell voltage at which
the system, with the ion distribution between the bulk solution
and electrode micropores at a given moment, t, is in a
thermodynamic equilibrium. In other words, if at any given
point of a CDI/MCDI process, Vcell is adjusted to be equal to Veq,
the ion distribution at that point will be indefinitely maintained
and no net ion transport into or out of the double layer in the
micropores will occur. With a modified Donnan model,34 Veq is
simply the sum of Donnan potentials, ΔVD, Stern potentials,
ΔVst, and the Donan potentials across the two interfaces of IEMs
(i.e., membrane/spacer and membrane/electrode interfaces).
The equilibrium voltage is independent of any ion or electronic
transport resistance, because these resistances are irrelevant
without charge transport at a finite rate. Therefore, Vex can be
interpreted as the degree of deviation of the system from
equilibrium, or as the driving force for ion transport. On the
other hand, Vex(t) also equals the product of the electrical
current, I(t), and the total cell resistance, R(t), at time,t.
Therefore, the transient total system resistance R(t) can be
conveniently probed by evaluatingVex(t). However, resolving the

different contributions to the total system resistance must be
achieved using more complicated equivalent circuit models.31

The distribution of Vex as a function of charging time in a CV
operation differs drastically from that in a CC operation (Figure
4). In CC charging, Vex is more evenly distributed throughout the
charging stage, both temporally (Figure 4B) and per unit amount
of charge transferred (Figure 4D). In contrary, Vex in CV
charging decreases over time from Vcell to approach zero, both
temporally (Figure 4A) and per unit amount of charge
transferred (Figure 4C). In CV charging, the “Vex vs charge
transferred” curve deviates significantly from the “Vex vs. time”
because the current was much higher at the beginning of
charging. These two curves are of very similar shape in CC
charging because the current is constant.
Another concept building on Vex and more directly relevant to

quantifying energy loss in a CDI or MCDI process is excess
energy, Eex, defined as the difference between the total energy
consumed, Etot, and the equilibrium energy, Eeq:

∫ ∫σ σ σ σ= − = −
σ σ

E E E V V( ) d ( ) d iex tot eq
0

cell e e
0

eq i
t te, c i, c

(5)

where σe and σi are the cumulative electronic and ionic charges
transferred, respectively, both being a function of time; σe,tc and

Figure 4.Distribution of cell voltage, Vcell (red solid curve), equilibrium voltage,Veq (green dash curve), and excess voltage, Vex (blue dash-dotted curve)
over the charging stage. Panels A and B present the temporal distributions of these voltages in CV charging and CC charging, respectively. Panels C and
D present the distribution of these voltages with respect to cumulative charge transferred in CV and CC charging, respectively. The excess voltage, Vex,
being the difference Vcell and Veq, is also equal to the height of the shaded area. These figures are constructed using data presented in Figure 1 which were
obtained from experiments in which the flow rate was 10mLmin−1, charging time was 600 s, and the corresponding ASARwas about 17 μmol g−1 min−1.
Note that the total shaded area in panels C andD quantify the excess energy, that is, the total energy lost in the charging stage due to entropy generation.
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σi,tc are the cumulative electronic and ionic charges transferred at
the end of the charging stage, tc, respectively. Both σe and σi can
be readily evaluated in real time. Specifically, σe(t) is simply

∫ τ τ
τ

I( ) d
0

, and σi(t) can be evaluated from the cumulative

amount of salt removed at time t. For a charging process with a
charge efficiency near unity, σe(t) is close to σi(t). When parasitic
energy losses, such as from surface Faradaic reactions, do not
contribute to ion removal, σe(t) is larger than σi(t).
The equilibrium energy, Eeq, represents the energy that is

required to charge the MCDI cell to its final state of the charging
half-cycle, if the charging is performed thermodynamically
reversibly. We note Eeq comprises both capacitive energy stored
in the carbon electrode and the potential energy associated with
the Donnan potentials across the IEMs. On the basis of the
definitions of σe, σi, and charge efficiency, η(t), eq 5 can be
rewritten as

∫
∫

η

η

= −

−

E V t I t t t

V t I t t t

( ) ( ) (1 ( )) d

( ) ( ) ( ) d

t

t

ex
0

cell

0
ex

C

C

(6)

In an ideal scenario with η being unity, which is not a bad
approximation for MCDI according to estimations summarized
in Table S4, eq 6 can be further simplified to

∫ ∫ σ σ= =
σ

E V t I t t V( ) ( ) d ( ) d
t

ex
0

ex
0

ex
tC c

(7)

where σ is σe or σi; and σtc is σe,tc or σi,tc, because electron charge is
always equal to ionic charge when the charge efficiency is one.
The analysis of Eex and Eeq can provide additional important

insights that are not reflected by assessing Etot alone. Although we
have shown in Figure 3 that CV charging consumes more energy
than CC charging with the same average ASAR, it is theoretically
possible CV charging does not dissipate more energy than CC
charging but instead stores more energy that can potentially be
recovered in the discharge half-cycle. The stored energy, which
includes the capacitive contribution and the “salinity-gradient”
contribution, theoretically differs between CC and CV charging
even if the cumulative transferred charge is the same. This is
because both contributions to the store energy depend on the
final bulk concentration which is different in the two charging
modes.
We analyze Eex and Eeq of the MCDI charging half-cycles

corresponding to the data points presented in Figure 3 and
present their respective contributions to SEC in Figure 5. The
comparison of SECeq between CC and CV charging suggests that
the energy stored in these two charging processes is very similar,
implying the relatively weak dependence of the stored energy on
the bulk salinity at the end of the charging half-cycle. It becomes
clear, by comparing SECex, that the difference between SEC for
CC and CV charging at the same ASAR is primarily attributable
to the difference in the dissipated excess energy. Therefore, CC
charging is indeed more efficient than CV charging for the
specific target adsorption discussed so far, even after accounting
for the energy stored in the two charging processes.
Can CV Charging Perform CC Charging? In all

experimentally tested and numerically simulated scenarios in
the above discussion, CC charging always outperforms CV
charging, as reflected by the relative positions of their “SEC−1 vs
ASAR” trade-off curves in Figure 3. This conclusion, however, is
not universally true. We have conducted another series of

experiments using both charging modes to achieve a different
target adsorption characterized by the same feed and dilute
solution concentrations (i.e., c0 = 20 mM and cD̅ = 14.4 mM) but
a different volume of dilute solution. Specifically, vD in this new
series of experiments was 50 mL, as compared to a vD = 100 mL
as in Figures 2, 3, and 5. The results from this second series of
experiments suggest that CV charging is systematically more
efficient than CC charging, as evidenced by an “SEC−1 vs ASAR”
trade-off curve for CV charging that is consistently above that for
CC charging (Figure 6A).
Comparing SECex and SECeq for adsorptions with a charging

volume, vD, of 100 mL (Figure 5) and those for adsorptions with
a vD of 50 mL (Figure 6B) leads to several observations. First, for
a given vD, SECeq is relatively independent of ASAR and charging
mode. In addition, SECeq increases with increasing vD, provided
cD̅ is maintained the same; More interestingly, when vD increases
from 50 to 100 mL, SECex increases for CV charging yet
decreases for CC charging. Such changes are sufficiently
significant to reverse the comparison of SECex between the
two operating modes. Specifically, CC charging dissipates more
energy than CV charging with a vD of 50 mL, but dissipates less
energy than CV charging when vD increases to 100 mL.
In addition to changing vD, we also conducted an additional

experiment to achieve a lower cD̅ of 10.4 mM for vD = 50 mL. To
achieve such an adsorption, the cell voltage in CVwas set to 1.4 V
and the charging process was terminated prematurely before the
salt adsorption capacity of the electrodes was fully exhausted, as
otherwise the high ASAR required was unattainable due to
prolonged CV charging without adsorbing proportionally more
salt. In this set of experiments (Figure S3), the ASAR for both
charging modes was 31.7 μmol g−1 min−1, whereas the SEC−1 for
CV and CC charging were 7.87 and 7.19 μmol g−1 min−1,
respectively, suggesting that CV charging is 9.5% more energy
efficient than CC charging at the same kinetic rate.

Relative Energetic-Kinetic Advantage Primarily De-
pends on the Target Adsorption. Up to this point, we have
observed that CC andCV can both be themore efficient charging
mode, and that their relative advantage in kinetic and energetic
efficiencies is dependent on the target adsorption. For a more
holistic comparison between CC and CV charging, we conduct
additional simulations to cover a wider range of ASAR and target

Figure 5. Comparison of excess SEC, SECex, and equilibrium SEC,
SECeq for CC and CV charging. SECex and SECeq are calculated via
normalizing Eex and Eeq by the amount of salt adsorbed in the charging
half-cycle (i.e., σi,tc). These data are obtained by analyzing the charging

half-cycles that yield the data on Figure 3. The target adsorption is
quantified by a c0 of 20 mM, a cD̅ of 14.4 mM, and a vD of 100 mL. The
dash and dotted lines are just a guide for the eyes.
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adsorptions using parameters in Table S3. The dynamic ion
transport model can be considered reasonably reliable, as it yields
predictions that are reasonably consistent with all experimental
measurements. In all simulations, the feed salinity was c0 = 20
mM. Two different dilute solution volumes, vD = 100 mL and vD
= 50 mL, were evaluated. With each vD, we tried to simulate the
ASAR vs SEC−1 curves for CC and CV charging with cD̅ being 18
mM, 14.4 mM, and 10.4 mM, respectively.
Each trade-off curve for CC or CV charging has an upper limit

of ASAR due to the maximum charging voltage chosen. The
maximum ASAR in CC charging corresponds to an operation in
which Vcell reaches a cutoff voltage of 1.8 V, whereas the
maximum ASAR in CV charging corresponds to a maximum Vcell
of 1.5 V. These operating voltage limits are set in our simulation
because practical long-term operations beyond these limits will
likely cause undesirable electrode oxidation.42 The cutoff voltage
for CC charging is chosen to be higher than the maximum
applied voltage in CV charging, because electrodes are exposed
to high voltage in CC charging for only a relatively short
duration, whereas in CV charging the electrodes constantly

experience the same voltage. In addition to these upper limits,
there also exist lower limits of ASAR in CV charging. To achieve
an ASAR below these limits, the MCDI cell has to operate at a
voltage that is too low to adsorb enough salt for achieving the
specified target adsorption (detailed explanation in Supporting
Information).
For vD = 100 mL (Figure 7A), CC charging is consistently

more efficient than CV charging for target adsorptions that
reduce cD̅ to 18 and 14.4 mM, which is reflected by the higher
“SEC−1 vs ASAR” trade-off curves for CC charging than that for
CV charging. When cD̅ is 14.4 mM, which is the target adsorption
shown in Figure 2, the advantage of CC charging over CV
charging diminishes with increasing ASAR as shown in Figure 3,
but the two trade-off curves do not intersect within the chosen
voltage limits for both charging modes. Neither CV nor CC
charging can reduce cD̅ to 10.4 mMwithin their respective chosen
voltage limits, because the salt adsorption capacities of the
electrodes at those voltage limits are still lower than the amount
of salt required to be removed to reach a cD̅ of 10.4 mM.

Figure 6. (A) SEC−1 vs ASAR for CV and CC charging. (B) SECex and SECeq for CC and CV charging. The target adsorption is quantified by c0 of 20
mM, a cD̅ of 14.4 mM, and a vD of 50 mL. The dash and dotted lines are just a guide for the eyes.

Figure 7. Simulated SEC−1 vs ASAR curves for CC (red) and CV (blue) charging with different “adsorptions” defined by different combinations of vD, c0,
and cD̅. These results are simulated using the dynamic ion transport model described in the Supporting Information with parameters listed in Table S3.
In all simulations, the feed salinity, c0, is 20 mM. The dilute solution volumes, that is, the volumes of water passing through the MCDI stack in the
adsorption stage, are 100 and 50 mL in panels A and B, respectively. The dilute solution salinity, cD, varies within each subfigure. Each pair of CC and CV
curves corresponds to one specific “adsorption”. When simulating these data, we choose not to exceed 1.8 V for CC charging and 1.5 V for CV charging.
These imposed constraints set the upper bounds of the ASARs for CV andCC charging. The lower bounds of the ASARs for CV charging result from the
fact that CV charging with sufficiently low voltage to achieve ASARs below these lower bounds cannot provide enough salt adsorption capacity to
achieve the target adsorption. Note that neither CV nor CC charging within the imposed voltage limits can possibly reduce the salinity of the 100 mL
feed solution from 20 mM to 10.4 mM, which is why no curve is shown for such a target adsorption in panel A. The yellow region in panel A represents
the data set presented in Figure 3, whereas the green region in panel B represents data set presented in Figure 6B. The green circle in panel B represents
an additional data set reported in Supporting Information.
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For target adsorptions with vD = 50 mL (Figure 7B), whether
one charging mode is more efficient than the other is highly
dependent on cD̅. Specifically, CC charging is more efficient than
CV charging throughout the range of possible ASAR when cD̅ is
18 mM. However, when cD̅ is 14.4 mM or 10.4 mM, CV charging
becomes consistently better than CC charging, even though the
advantage dwindles as ASAR decreases, which is consistent with
Figure 6A.
The direct comparison between CC and CV charging is made

only when both charging modes are able to attain the same target
adsorptions at the same ASAR. There are, however, ranges of
ASAR in which only one of the two charging modes can achieve
the target adsorptions. Regardless of vD, CC charging can operate
at a wider range of ASARs than CV charging to achieve target
adsorptions with a cD̅ of 18 mM. As a result, the ranges of ASAR
at which CV charging can achieve the target adsorptions are
subsets of the ranges of ASAR at which CC can achieve the same
target adsorptions, as shown in Figure 6A and 6B. For target
adsorptions with lower cD̅, CV charging can operate in a high
ASAR range that CC charging cannot operate, because CC
charging in that ASAR range requires the cell voltage to increase
beyond the chosen cutoff voltage of 1.8 V. On the other hand,
CC charging can operate in a low ASAR range in which CV
charging fails to operate, as CV charging in that ASAR range
requires an applied voltage that is too low to remove enough salt
for achieving the target adsorption.

■ IMPLICATIONS
The performance of CC and CV charging in an MCDI process
was compared systematically using the SEC−1 vs ASAR curves
that quantify the intrinsic trade-off between energetic and kinetic
efficienciesthe two most significant technical performance
indicators in any desalination process. These trade-off curves are
carefully established to ensure that all charging operations on a
trade-off curve achieve the same target adsorption. This
framework of performance evaluation can be extended to
different types of comparisons. For example, we can compare
twoMCDI processes using different electrodes, or spacers, or ion
exchange membranes; we can also compare CDI processes with
flow-by and flow-through configurations, or even compare
MCDI and CDI processes, as long as we can construct the SEC−1

vs ASAR curves for the two processes being compared, making
sure they both achieve the same target adsorption.
Our analysis suggests that whether CC or CV charging is more

efficient is largely dependent on the target adsorption to be
achieved. There seems to be no simple rule for facile prediction
of the more favorable charging mode with a given target
adsorption. However, the difference in efficiency between the
charging modes is always relatively small as suggested in Figure 7.
Moreover, our analysis uncovers an additional aspect beyond
“which is better” when comparing the CC and CV charging:
there exist operating regimes, defined by both target adsorption
and ASAR, in which only one of the two charging mode can
achieve. All these observations suggest that there is no definitive
performance advantage of one charging mode over the other.
Therefore, the selection of charging mode in practice has to be
guided by experimental evaluation or numerical simulation to
identify the more efficient charging mode for achieving a specific
target adsorption. Lastly, it should be noted that energetic and
kinetic efficiencies are not the only aspects for deciding the
charging mode in MCDI. The widely recognized superior
controllability of effluent salinity in CC charging may also be an
important advantage in engineering practice.
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